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UNM Entertains Red skins Newman Club to Give
In Ca r I.IS.1e 6. ym T.on ·19 ht $300 in Awards ·

I

Clock BarP"ains

The Newman club at UNM will
award $300 worth of scholarships
and prizes at their honors banquet,
Feb. 24. The diner will climax the
b t'
f C d' 1 N
ce1e r~ .10n
ar ma
ewman
Day, JomtlY: obseJ:Ved by 600 Newman clubs across the nation. The banCJ,uet will be held at
Maza's Dining Room, Sunday, Feb.
24, at 7 p.m. Scholarships offered
include two $50 awards through the
Eva Boegen Memorial fund, The
same fund will provide another $50
award for the outstanding Newman
club member in the past year,
A partial tuition scholarship of
$50 will be awarded through the
Kathleen McCann Memorial fund
to a deserving foreign stdue:ut attending UNM and two full scholarships will be given to students attending the Newman School . of
Catholic Thought, held in June at
Loyola University in Los Angeles.

·NEW MEXICO LOBO
.

UNM's battered cagers near the with Dick Shores and Jerry Meend of a long road tonight as they Cleary at forwards and Gary Hale
play ~he U~ah Redskins at Carlisle and ~urtis Jen.son at gua~ds. The
gym m thetr next to the last home startmg five wtll average JUSt ungame of the year.
der 6-b, but the new aggregation
The cellar-bound Lobos will have is expected to improve team speed
no opportunity to change their last and shooting.
place Skyline standing, but a win Kane, 6-4 post man for the Redover ~he Utes would· knock the sl~ins, is t.he leading rebounder on
Redskms. out of any chance at the the team and McCleary at 6-2 is
league tttle. The last home game just barely .behind in total takefor the Lobos will be against Mon- downs. Kane netted 38 points
tana Saturday night.
against BYU last Saturday to set
Coach Bill Stockton is expected a new BYU fieldhouse scoring recto start Floyd Siegel and Walt ord, but the Cougars took some of
Schuman at forwards, John Tee! at the gloss off his performance by
center, and Bob Martin and _Dale defeating the Utes.
Caton at guards. A change at etther Utah has a seasonal record of 14
guard or forward might occur be- wins and six losses with a 5-3 Skyfore game time, but with. the loss line conference m~rk. The Lobos
of WaY!le Gares the now e1ght-man are currently in the throes of a
SCJ,uad 1s expected to produce the seven-game losing streak, owning
starters named, .
, .
a 5-15 season mark and a 1-6 conFor the first ttme thts season ference record.
Utah coach Jack Gardner plans to 1-==============;;i;;;;;====;;;;;;;;..===;;;;;;;ii;;;;;;~
change his starting lineup. "We
are to the point where just one
OKLAHOMA JOE'S DINING ROOM NOW UNDER
more loss will knock us out of even
NEW MANAGEMENT
a remote chance of winning the
league title," Gardner said, "and
Connie and Virgie
Welcome everyone and all ages
with games slated on the road this
week against New Mexico and
GOOD FOOD GUARANTEED
Denver we are going to do some
REASONABLE PRICES
experimenting in an effort to
strengthen our backboard play."
Private Dining Room for Groups
Utah will have its top rebounder
Open 10 a.m. until2 a.m.
and scorer, Milt Kane, at center,
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Children View·

1720 Central SE
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$499

Councilmen PeeVed
With SUB,Officials;
May Rev~mP Rules

i

PLUS TAX

L11

TELECHOICE"

Brlirht, new colors on thia bargain-priced beauty- Turquoise~
Red, White, Yellow- HnnlrQ on
.wall or stands on ehelf

$499
PLUS TAX

"DORM"•
Bar_galn·prleed lumlttou lilllrm
eloclt- Availablo In two eo lora- ,
New bei!!O or Ivory- Dial -ilt
read by day or night

Ten Hungarians
Will Arrive at U
Tuesdoy Morning

..
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY PARK

LOBO Office
Nine members of a journalism
club from Garfield junior high
school visited the university Tuesday morning to see how the LOBO
is made up and printed.
The students were shown through
the LOBO offices where the editorial and business activities were
explained. They toured the printing
:plant and watched the linotype
machines make up the type, saw
how the news went into the frames
to be locked up for the press run.
They watched the presses run off
the completed papers; then followed the papers to the cutter and
to the folding machine.
The visit was made by invitation
from the university chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalism fraternity. SDX
is working on a program to encourage interested young people in
following a journalism career.
Dick French, LOBO business
manager, acted as guide for the
group.

Border Patrolmen Fanfare Ready
INHAT IS A PUGNAC10U6
FORTUNETEUERJ
'

IIARTIH

YOU'RE STRANDED high on a peak in the Andes. Wind's

rising. Thermometer's dropping. And the next llama for
Lima leaves in 7 days. You reach for a'Lucky ... try every
pocket •.. but you're fresh out. Brother, you're in-for a
Bleak Week! No cigarette anywhere can match the taste
of a Lucky. A Lucky is all cigarette •.. nothing but fine,
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
even better. Try one right now. You'll say it's the
best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

1957 Catholic Retreat
Will Start Tomorrow ··
In connection with the religious
training offered to Catholic students on campus, the ACJ,uinas Newman Center is holding its annual
retreat Feb. 15, 16, 17, in the Newman Chapel.
The three days of prayer and
recollection will be under the direction of Fr. John Reardon, 0. P.
Beginning with a conference, rosary and benediction on Friday at
'1 p.m., the retreat will continue
through Saturday and terminate
Sunday after the 8:30 Dialogue
Mass and Corporate Communion. A
Communion Breakfast, a regular
monthly event, will conclude the
retreat schedule.

Rush Plans Are Told
.By Business Honorary

\

Rush activities for Delta Sigma
Pi, professional business fraternity,
began Wednesday evening at 7:30
with a smoker in the SUB northsouth lounge. The fraternity ideals
and objectives were discussed.
A get-acCJ,ttainted party will be
held at the Dick Goetzman ho:tne,
1216 Stanford, N. E., Friday eve·
ning at 7:30. There will be a pledge
dinner at the Robin Hood Inn
Sunday.
All male. students in the College
ot Business Ad:tninistration are in·
Tited to attended the
activities.
I

No. 57

"DECOR"
A vnlue·paeked style leaderNow in 4 decorator colors- Pink,
Blue, Beige or Ivory

Phone 2-0868

They have sown the wind, and they s
reap the whirlwind.
-Old Testament (see editorial page 2)

DON'T JUST S.TAND THERE • • •

ft

~
GARETTES

STICKLE! MAKE 525

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
~ ~ answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25 for all we use
-and for hundreds that never see print. So send stacks of 'em
with your name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Luckies Taste Better
uiT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER • •

• CLEANER,

FRESHER 1 SMOOTHER'I
WHAT IS A SODA FOUNTAIIH

WHAT IS A CONCEITED 80XER9

'

II. 1., UNDERBRIHK,
Uo 0' CNICAGD

SmrlgPug

li'IIODUCT

UHIVEftiiTl

Calorie GaUery

PAUL LION,

JOSEPH DIAMOND,
WAYH~

U. OP lOUTH ERN CAL,

Or~~""~

c.c,N.Y.

WHAT IS A COUEG£
FACULTY ROOMt

WHAT IS A SHORT ARGUMENTf

DANIEL COHSTANT,

Brief Beef

SANTA MQNICA CllY COLL,

WHAT IS FAKE FEROCITY

VIRGINIA IIOUUMAN,

AMERICA'S LEADJNQ MANUrAC'l'URI:R or CIOARB'l''l'BI

I

Mentor Center

OBERLIN

t.ICHIGAN STAU

'

Fietic Jlyslic

K~TZ.

A, JEROME EDISON,

b.h

'

King, Jack of Hearts
Will Reign Tonight
UNM's King of Hearts will be
elected by university coeds tonight
The UNM Fanfare dance band
will play from 9-12 at the semi-formal dance, Women will vote by activity ticket for the King and Jack
of Hearts. The ticlcets are $1.50 a
couple.
The ten candidates for King and
Jack are Howard Brrtwn, Mesa
Vista dol'ltl; Jim Livingston, Pi
Kappa Alpha; Jim Major, Kappa
Alpha; Mark Southard, Sigma Al·
pha Epsilon; Jack Chisholm, Sigma
Chi; Lawrence Foor, Sig:tna Phi
Epsilon; Bill Carlson, Lambda Chi
Alpha; Phil Sawdey, Tau Kat>pa
Epsilon; Don ll'ed1ic, Phi Delta
Theta; and Marvin Loper, Kappa
Sigma.
' .

Exchange Dinners
Planned by Greeks

SPRING FOOTBALL began Monday witb 83 candidates reporting
to ltead coach Dick Clausen. Practices will be l'Ugged, the coach
said, and will culminate with the annual Cherry-Silver game March
16. "Couldn't ask for better weatlter," Clausen said. Above, an
unidentified qual'terback, center and back run through backfield
drills. (Staff photo) .
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i'NEW MEXICO LoBO Council Discusses
Publiahed Tuesday Thunday and Friday of the regular un!vers!t:v year except during
holidays an de:><am\natlon perioda by the Associated Students of the UnivenltJ of New
Mexico. Entered as second class matter at the post office, Albuquerque, An8'1J8t 1, 1918,
-.nder the act of March 8, 1879, Printed b:v the Universit)l Printlnll Plant. Sub•ciiption
nte, $4.60 for the11ehool ;vear, payable in a<! vance.

TheSUB B0ard

SOUTHWESTERN FmSTA DRESSES ARE
MOST APPROPR~ATE FOR PARTIES,
DANCES, AND STREET WEAR.

GLOBAL GLANCES

...
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Continued from page 1
BY
Editonnl and Busmess office m the Journahsm Buddmg. Tel. 3-1428 be made available to persons over
~ .
20 years of age,
JULIAN WISE
~ 'Eric McCrossen --------------------------------------------Editor Previously the shots were re•t:
•
•
stricted to students only and not
~ Danny Zeff --------------------------------------Managmg Editor faculty as an earlier announcement
The Soviet Union's deputy foreign minister, Vassily V. KuznetDick French -------------------------------------Business Manager stated, Miss Nielsen said that a sov has accused the United States of "aggressive actions around the .
Sofia Chmura ___________._ ______________ Night Editor Tuesday Issue decdi~ion.bfrom local medical houses wo~ld" and has called for a United Nations Gene1•al Assembly debate
on IstrJ ution of the vaccine would
of U. S. bases
Jerry Brown -~---------;. ______________ Night Editor Thursday Issue have to be received before the in- on th~ situation. Kuznetsov cited the construction
around the wol'ld as aggression, saying that they 1'constitute a threat
Julian Wise -----------------------------Night Editor Friday Issue o~culation program could be con- to peace."
tmued.
In a sense, he's right. Our world-wide ring. of ai.r bases do«:s conJerry Gross -----------------------------------------Sports Editor
Applications Requested
stitute a threat to peace •• , from the Russtan s1de of lookmg at
Leonard L. Jennain ----------------------------Business Supervisor Council member Fran Bonnyman them. They constitute a threat for the conservation of peace, and
.
.
asked for applications for chairman
of the newly created Public Rela- that's just what tlte Reds don't want.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press
And at the same time,.top American officials we:e watching :what
tions committee which would begin
they
thought to be new arms shipments from RussJa to Egypt m an
recruiting of high school students
·
appa7ent
attempt to re-build President Nasser's battered armed
in the state through personal conforces.
The
shipments, which mclude medium tanks, personp.el cartact with the student and the high
riers and Russian jet fighter plans, are being unloaded amid great
school.
Applications
will
be
availThe existing situation in the Associated Students Book- able in the student council office secr~cy at the port of Alexandria, it has been reported.
At home, Democrat senators have blasted Secretary of State John
store is only part of a malignant condition which exists· in and appointment of the chairman
Foster
for what they termed "falsehoods." Dulles was dethe entire operation of the Student Union. Changes have will be made next week at the bating Dulles
the
issue
of President Eisenhower's proposed aid to the
meeting.
been promised, but it is obvious those planning to make the council
Middle East plan.
June Mills and Phil TaulbE!e were
The "falsehood" statement came as the result of a side discussion
changes have little intention of doing anything significant ' appointed to the cultural commiton
an insignificant matter which occun-ed during the second world
. tee replacing Joan Heaton and
for quite awhile.
war.
It dealt with when and why U. S. troops were sent to Iceland
Caroline Wittingham who did not
some
years ago.
Presumably, operation of the SUB is controlled by the return to school.
in the present now. Thi~s 1957. Russia is shipping arms
We're
The annual spring Honors Day
SUB board. Actually, an ex-officio member, Esther Thompwas set for M~;Jy 8 at 10 in the to Egypt, and at the same time telling us that we're aggressors.
son, SUB manager, and Dean of Women Lena Clauve, hoard morning.
President Eisenhower has a plan to protect the Middle East from
further Red aggression there, and Secretary of State Dulles is demember, dominate the board meetings to the point that the
bating the issue trying to show the better points of the proposal.
other six members are unable to say anything. Chairman
And, still, the Democrat senators, who are supposedly leaders in
JoAnn Clauve does absolutely nothing.
our countl-y, apparently haven't even grown out of their short pants
yet. Isn't it time to settle down and look at things realistically inThe little business conducted by the board concerns
stead of through the glasses of egotism and want of cheap publicity
for themselves so they'll draw more votes next time election rolls
trivia which the SUB manager should be able to do without
around?
taking the board's time. Mrs. Thompson hinders any busiIsn't it time to stop worrying about petty things and get to work
ness which the board might conduct.
for
the country to which they've pledged their support?
Continued from page 1
We think it is!
Frank
Keller,
Bob
Krueger,
Dave
Within two years, the UNM student body will have a Orr, Winston Christian, Randall
Tragedy found its way to Council Bluffs, Iowa, this week, and 14
new Student Union building. We are paying for that build- Laws, Don Gunther, Bart Strohl, persons were dead in the wake of a fire that destroyed a 71-year-old
home. Thirteen of the victims died in their beds in the rear of the
ing and our children will also be paying for it. Must we Clarence Bushman, Fred Perkins, rest
three-story
home, and the fou1ieenth died a few hours later in a
Scornick, and Andy Andrews.
watch the present operation carry over into the new SUB? Jim
UNM students will be admitted hospital. The entire building was a sheet of flame only three minutes
The need for immediate planning is obvious, but the on their activity tickets. General after it first started. Fourteen other persons were injured, some
present board evidently is incapable of conducting any admission is one dollar. Proceeds seriously.
In Denver, Colo., this week, a Daughters of the American Revobusiness, much less planning. We cannot wait for two years will be used for music scholarships. lution official, Mrs. Charlotte C. Rush, chairman of the Patriot Edu·
cation Committee, said, "I wouldn't want a Mexican to carry Old
to consider policies for the new SUB. Those policies should
Glory- Would you?" Mrs. Rush was in charge of a parade celebe established now by competent people.
brating Lincoln's Birthday, the 12th. Colorado Gov. Steve McNichols
has asked the DAR not to conduct any more activities in state insti·
The present SUB board is completely useless. Why not
. tutions - at least for the present. Mrs. Rush lost her position with
abolish it and establish a logical system before the present
the DAR as the result of her comment, and the national president
of the organization has made it clear that the comment does not
board has a chance to louse up our new Studel!t Union?
Women graduate students are
eligible to apply for two fellow~ reflect the policies of the DAR.
We wonder,
ships in the amount of $1500 for
~bo1;1t ten years ago~ the DAR, that great so-called patriotic orgraduate study through the Pacific Region of American Federa- gamzatiOn, barred Marmn Anderson, famous Negro singer from
.
'
doing a performance in Washington.
tion of Soroptimist Clubs.
It
appears
from
here
that
the
organization
should
be
banned
and
Women in the Pacific Region and
Ten Hungarian refugee students will arrive in AlbuIf
not,
possibly
if
they
would
change
their
completely
dissolved.
countrie!l in Central and
querque Tuesday evening at the airport. The students will from
South America with a bachelor's name, they would no longer fool people with the guise that they're
receive intensive training in the English language at the degree, a good sl!holastic record Americans .•• and good ones.
We suggest something like "The Ladies Aide Society of the Ku
and a capacity for leadership are
J.Iniversity.
Klux
Klan." Or maybe, "Joe's Little Helpers, otherwise known as
acceptable.
The
Little
Pinkies."
The deadline for returning apWe have an opportunity to show these students our
Get rid of the DAR!
.
plications
is
Ap1il
1,
1957,
and
the
friendly UNM campus and the friendly Land of EnchantIn
New
Mexico,
the
Permanente
Cement
Company at St:holle,
forms may be obtained from Mrs.
ment. We have an opportunity to show them what America Lillian Thorne, Chairman, 2514 Via gave final go-ahead to the new $10 million plant by exercising their
Tejon, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif. option to buy approximately 2200 acres of land. The plant will be
ineans to us and what it can mean to them.
loca:ed in almost the geographical center of New Mexico. The first
National Bank at Belen will handle the escrow for the transaction
The eight men and two women Hungarian students who
And the weather's been so nice so early all over the state, we feei
will have a home at UNM for awhile still need places to
sorry for the flower lovers and orchard owners. The next freeze
stay. The University needs money to help finance their
ought to take care of everything, and remember, it's only February.
educational expenses. Fraternities and sororities could help
"The Snows of Kilaminjaro" will
by Dick Bibler
by "adopting" one of these students, if only for one meal be shown Sunday night at 7:30 in LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
the SUB ballroom, starring Ava
I day.
Gardner, Susan Hayward, and
Gregory
Peck.
OK 6~WITH
Townspeople and everyone at the University can help.
The SUB food service will open
IN'A MINUTe ..
Anyone who can give assistance for these Freedom Fjght- at 5:30. The adventure film is open
ers should contact Dr. Sherman Smith in the student af- to all UNM students with activity
fairs office or Jane Kluckhohn in the department of English. tickets.

Largest selection of colors
and stylea in sheers, corduroysand
novelty
' fabrics

Phone
5-8961
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Board Should Go ... ·

·;,··

TESTING A RECIPROCATING engine are
mee.hanical engineers Bill Adkins, Bob Gault,
Jose Suazo and Ray Torick. This is part of the

work the meehanical engineers do every'day of
the week, (Stall photo)

SQUAW AND FIESTA OUTFITS FOR
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER

JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS
magazine rack, and ,the coffee bar There is such a thing as a man
for relaxation. Cabinets of drawers being too proud to fight.-Wilson
Across from Highland Theater
4815 Central NE
provide a place for students to keep ;;;;;;;;;;;==;;i;;;===;;;;i;;=;;:;;;i==ill
their books on campus if they de·
YOAST OPTICAL
II'!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-:~~='
sire. Currently, effort is being put
Prescriptions Filled-Repain
toward incorporating a small techLeonard I. Yoast,
nical library,
Dispensing Optician
As set up under the joint spon2608 Yz Central Ave. SE
The purpose of the American In· sorship, the branch had two sets of
Phone 2-0632
stitute of Electrical Engineers-In- officers: one for the AlEE and one
stitute of Radio Engineers Joint for the I!tE· In order ~o proyide a~~~~~~~~~~~===~--------------------------
Student Branch is to further the more umfied leadership, this arprofessional development of the rangement has r e c en~ I y been
electrical engineei·ing student, and ~h.anged .so that. there . ts now a
to promote interest in the theory JOmt chairman, VIce chanman, and
and practice· of all aspects of elec- treasurer, but ~ se~arate secretary
trical engineering and allied fields. and faculty adVIsor for each parent
These aims are accomplished by a group.
.
diversified program carlied on by. T~us far durmg the.1956-57 acathe branch.
demic year, membership has grown
A standing project of the branch from 25 to over ~0 students. The
is the administration of the student latter figure now m~ludes 100 per
lounge and coffee shop. The lounge cent of the E. E. semor class.
presently i n c 1u d e s modernistic . For there's a crule law again' the
tables and chairs for study; sofas, a wearin' of the green.-Anon

E.E. Development

PATRONIZE
LOBO ADVERTISERS

Is Aim of AlEE

Fanfare Will Be
In Carlisle Gym ,

$1500 Fellowships
Available· for Women

Open
Friday
Evenings·

'

·~

I

!,I
I
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They Need Our Help •..
.

SUB Movie Stars
Peck and Gardner

I'

•j

'.
"

,,

~u

That's why American Express Student Tours are expertlr
planned to include a full measure of individual leisure-·
ample free time to discover your Europe-as well as the
most comprehensive sight-seeing program available anywhere! Visit England, Scotland, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy and Ftanr.e-accompanied by distinguished
tour leaders-enjoy superb American Express service
~ugbou~
·

Liaison Officer to Visit

A Pleasant Afternoon

•• •

Fanfare 1957, featuring the Fanfare chorus and orchestra, will present their third annual "music for fun" Sunday
afternoon at 4 in Carlisle gym.
In the last two years, the program was held in the SUB
ballroom, but word of a good thing travels rapidly. The
})allroom was crowded beyond capacity last year so the
powers that be moved the only show of its kind in th~
nation into barn-like Carlisle gym.
William Rhoads and the students working with him
have done a superb job of putting together a show worth
far more than the $1 general admission. UNM students can
get in with their activity tickets.
Everyone who can should see and hear Fanfare 1957.
The show will make a pleasant Sunday afternoon for
everyone.
-EM-

U Special Tours ••• 58 to 63 days ••• via famous sbipa:
De de France, United States, Liberte, Saturnia,
Guilio Cesare, Flandre. $1,448 up
Also.Regular Tours ••• 42 days ••• $1,301 up

Col. Robert F. Hardy, AFROTC
liaison officer from Headquarters,
Air University, Montgomery, Ala.,
will visit the UNM AFROTC unit
on Monday. The purpose of the
· visit is to see if the local unit is
in need of any assistance or aid in
carrying out its program.

CAMPEEK DOINGS

You can always TRAVEL NOW-PAY LATER
when you go American Express.
For complete information, see your Campus Representati~
local Travel Agent or American Express Travel Service,
member: Ins'titute of International Education and Council
on Student Travel ••• or simply mail the handy coupon.

I

Sunday
7:30p.m. Movie- "Snows of Kilimanjaro" - Ballroom
Monday
7:30 a.m. Panhellenic-Grilllounge
12 noon Deseret--·T-20
4 p.m. Mortar Board-Continental
room
7 p.m. Phrateres-T-20
Town Club-north-south lounges
Tuesday
4 p.m. Rally Com-MH-122
Mo1-tar Board-Grill lounge

have

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL SERVICil
65 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y• cfo 2'r11Nl sara Diririoll
Yes! Please do send me complete information
C-41

,,

about 1957 Student Tours to Europe!

'
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l'ubllehed Tuesday, Tbnl"llday and Friday of the
unlversicy year except during
boUdayo an dexamination periods by the Associated Students of the University of New
••xico. Entered as second class matter at the post office, Albuquerque, August 1, 1918,
•nder the act of March 8. 1879. Printed by the University Printing Plant. Subscription
nte, $4.50 f~ the school year, payable in advance.

Editorial Blld Business office in the Journalism Building. Tel. 3-1428
.
llric McCrossen --------------------------------------------Edttor
Danny Zeff --------------------------------------Managing Editor
.,
B .
M
D1c.t French------------------------------------- usmess
anager
Sofia Chmura --------------------------N~ght Editor Tuesday Issue
T
B
N' ht Ed"t Th d I
,erry rown -------------------------- Ig
1 or urs ay ssue
T li
w·
N'
ht
Edit
I
..T u an G tse ----------------------------Ig
orSFr'da
1 Y ssue
·
rt Ed'to
,erry ross -----.---------------------------------~-- po s
~ r
~sor
Supe
BUBlneBS
Leonard L• Jermaln -----..----... -----:-----------.
• ••
Member of the Associated Collegiate
f:resa
·
-

Guesf Ediforial .•.
Obviously this year's Engineering issue of the LOBO
cannot be called the "greensheet." To those students who
are unfamiliar with the term, "greensheet" applies to the
issue of the LOBO dedicated to the engineers near or on
St. Patricks Day. Until 1955, this issue was printed with
green ink or on green paper.
The custom was followed for twenty-odd years. This
year the Engineering Joint Council again requested the
printing of a "greensheet". The request was directed to the
editor of the LOBO who answered in the negative. Not
satisfied with this reply, several members of the EJC attended a meeting of the Student Publications Board and
presented a request to them for the publication of a
"greensheet." This board is composed of five student members; a faculty chairman, and three faculty members. The
Board listened to our request and pointed out that such a
publication would cost more because of green ink artd the
difficulty of cleaning the presses. The EJC said they would
be willing to pay any extra costs involved in such an edi~
tion. The Board considered this and could find no objection
to our request. The Board was told that this same provision
was submitted to the editor but that he still refused to
publish a "greensh~et." When asked by the Board'what his
objections to a "greensheet" were, the editor said "personal reasons." Further discussion followed and the Board
unanimously passed a motion to allow the decision to remain with the editor. The editor asked his staff to vote on
the issue and the decision is shown in the color of ink in
this issue.
The Board's decision was consistent with a previous
policy adopted by the Board, This policy gives complete
authority to the editor. Five student members are appointed by the president of the Student Body to the Board
with the consent of the student Senate, to membership for
one school year and three faculty members are appointed.
The members have the authority to appoint an editor and
business manager of the LOBO, Mirage, and Thunderbird,
and to remove them.
The provisions of the student publications charter spe-:_
cify that study members of the board should be representative of the entire student body. It is interesting to
note that no engineers, faculty or student, were appointed
to this board. The fault lies with the engineers.
With an enrollment of some 800 students, the Engineering college could have a strong voice in the appointment of
Publication Board members and other students appointed
by the student body president.
We have dropped the ball this past year. No heed was
paid to the suggestions of last year. Perhaps most engineering students don't find out what is happening around
the campus until their senior year. We therefore reiterate
what was written last year: If the Engineers want a
"greensheet" next year, they should participate in campus
activities and poli~ics this year.
-Wayne Badsgard
ENGINEERS' PROCLAMATION
Whereas Saint Patrick has long been recognized as ye
Patron Saint of all ye Engineers and whereas March 17
has long been held as a day in His honor and whereas St.
Patrick held in contempt all ye scalars of ye Arts and
Sciences, IT IS HEREBY PROCLAIMED by ye Loyal Sons
of St. Patrick:
A HOLIDAY (to be today).
Warning is hereby given to ye scholars of ye said Arts
and Sciences to show your homage by ''wearing of the
I
green."
Violators will be held and tried by ~he Royal Court of.
MECCA. Being found guilty they shall be punished in accord with the will of the court.
All ye Engineers are commanded to be present at the
tea party this afternoon and at the dance Saturday.

·

•
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tional applications that will involve future will have to be directed c:.n
every aspect of engineering, . m?re to- the. fun~amentals under-· "':1
.
lymg all engmeermg fields, In ad- ::s.
Durmg the y;ar a great research dition, it is felt that a :reasonable e'
e:ffo~t wa~ dt:rected ~oward elec- proportion . of the undergraduate :':4
tromcs y;tth very sat1sfactory re- time should be devoted to a general ~
sults. Sm~e the war the field .~as education. The change would result "'
expll:nde~ mto n~merous pea~e ttme in better understanding of matheapphcat10ns w1th a P1'0mise of · a·
·
h · t.
d th
..
t
It · ht b
ll t matics, phystcs, c emts ry an
e
By M E FARRIS
,
. · ·
·
,
more. Q ~ome. . mig
e we. 0 engineering sciences.
""
A discussion of the trend 1n en- ment10n Jllt engmes, gas turbmes, S
h
th t h
~
·
·
· should be ;pre- rock et s, miSSI
· '1es, .new m etals and
ome of t e new areas a . ave ""
gmeermg
educatiOn
.
. alloys computers,
new processes deve1ope d such as nuc1ear engmeer~
ceded by a review of the !!hange~ and ~anufacturing methods to il- ing, have not been confined to the :<
that h~ve ~aken ;p~ace in the field lustmte the tremendous ~hange conve~tional depa~tments ?f ciyil,
of engmeermg durmg the past ten that has occurred in engineering. electrical, mechamcal engmeermg
years.
·
.
etc., but tend to cut across all deEngineering emerged from World
Broad Education Needed
partments. Furthet•more, aome .of
War II with several new develop- • It is difficult to evaluate the im- ~hese new fields are bett.er studied
ments in science and technology pact of these various developments n the graduate school mstead of
that have had and will continue to on engineering education, but it is an undergraduate department, furhave far-~eaching effects on sev- the opinion of many engineering ther _complic!lting the undergradueral fields of engineering. The fields educators that the emphasis in the ate mstruct10nal program.
of nuclear engineering and electronics are but two of these developments, but they are typical of
the changes that are taking place.

Education Needed
By All Engin~ers

GLOBAL GLANCES

BY
By WAYNE A. BADSGARD
(Based on an article in 11Electrical
Engineering", March, 1957)
JULIAN WISE
In today's world, the scientist and
engineer need to stand as intelligent, liberally educated men reEgypt threatens to take back control of the now. l!N ?ccupied
garding knowledge as a particularGaza strip, and if they do, another Middle E!lstem ~l'JSIS Will probized competence which, in their
ably be unavoidable. Israel has said they Will conside~· t~emselves
general wisdom, can be shared with
. t N
, t ns 1·n the event of Egyptian overthe rest of society.
free to act agams
asser s roo_..
we are concerne d wtth
.
of the disputed area.
re- throw
1 cas t f ~om an~ "over t
evaluation
of engineering ina our
The Eisenhower Doctrine, guar d'mg• t h e M"d
society, with its place and imporCommunist aggression" with the threat of U. S. achon agamst the
t
"t
t "t'
d bl"
accuse.d aggressor apparently cannot be us.ed in a case such as this
ance,
1 s oppor uni 1es an o Iga.
't
·
t
t"
1
d
one because of the tricky phrase above mentwned.
t. 1ons, 1 .8 Impac . on na 10na. ~n.
mternat1onal affairs, and their 1m"Overt" has to be evident or outward, and not concealed. The
pact on it.
"' fact that Russia is supplying Egypt with heavy arms ·under the
Ellgineers Are Concerned
cover of night and "cloak and dagger" secrecy, does mal~e the
Now is the appropriate time for
action "concealed 11 Thus the Reds can aggress through puppet nasuch a reappraisal, Never before
tions and puppet peopl~ like Egypt and .that n!l'tion:s president,
has the engineer been so concerned
Nasser and not fear the Eisenhower Doctrme. This bemg the case,
about his profession. More importhe Do~trine is in its present form, comparative~y ~neffectiv~.
tantly, perhaps, never before have
Russia can take as much as they want, and sbllm the mam, stay
the people of the United States
out of the fighting, as far as direct activity is concerned through
been more concerned about engitheir present modus operendi. And then, after they've taken as much
neering in general. Mainly, this is
and as many small, and perhaps even large nations, as they so de·
because people believe there are not sire, they can openly and maliciously violate the "~isenhower Do~
enough engineers.
trine" at their will, and draw the U. S. into their war at the1r
Among the criers of alarm in our
discretion and at perhaps our least opportune moment.
counh'Y today, few are more shrill
During this type of operation, the United Nations will be shaking
and insistent than those concerning
their finger over their shoulder telling them what they're doh).g isn't
the shortage of engineet·s. Perhaps right, and if they want to stay out of trouble, they'd better stop.
some of ·us, secretly, feel a small
It becomes more and more obvious that in the final analysis, the
thrill of pleasure at this evidence
United States will be forced to take the initiative to directly stop
of our value to society. It is someRussia from any further action before the time comes when it will
thing we have been trying for
be unable to stop this Red threat to world peace.
years to point out - with approIn Washington, Senate investigating committees have continued
priate modesty and, until recently,
their interrogation of alleged labor racketeers. In this manner, it is
with a conspicuous lack of success.
assumed that they will have some force in splitting up the racltets
that exist in the labor unions today.
Industry's eager and even desperate appeals for engineers of one
Indictments will be returned against individuals, who will
kind or another fill a goon many
promptly bond out, forfeit the bond, and the whole thing will be
pages of the newspapers. Some emover. Racketeering in labor is a common thing. It is open and known.
ployers estimate that they are now . The racketeering in the Senate is closed and unknown. ~ven denied.
spending as much as $1,000. in ad- Who calls a Senator onto the carpet for accepting several thousaud
vertising fol' each engineer they
dollars from a lobbyist to vote 'yes' or 'no' for a particular bill when
recruit. One industrialist, tired of it is presented?
competing for engineers, -simply
This is apparently not considered racketeering, but politicking.
bought a company full of them.
Is there a difference? When a Senator accuses a labor leader of
They Are Dismayed
racketeering, isn't this the pot calling the kettle black? They're all
And, if we look over our shoul- in business. The only real difference is that the Senator got elected
ders at the USSR, as we do reflexand the labor leader worked his way up.
Nothing will come of the action against the labor bosses except
ively these days, most of us are
dismayed to see phalanxes of enfor a variety in the news play in the nation's papers, and something
for the Senators to do to occupy their time.
gineers, scientists, and mathematicians pouring out of Soviet schools,
If they want to get to the base of the labo1• strength in the U. S.,
suggesting that our own pre-emi- which is apparently what they fear, then the Senate should invesnence in these fields is sorely
tigate the possibility of splitting the AFL-CIO back into separate
threatened.
organizations. This merge is the trust of all trusts and should be
William Benton, noted engineer
split as soon as possible.
and traveler, after his trip to the
The potential power of the AFL-CIO is almost incomprehensible.
Soviet Union, reported that the
This organization could, both politically and economically, control
output of engineers in the Soviet the country, and it is apparently their intention to do so.
Union had increased by some
And President Eisenhower has denied that he asked Congressmen
1300%, a rate of expansion 10
to cut his proposed budget. He merely said that if places in the
times greater than in the United
budget ar~ found that .caT} be deemed .unnecessary, then they should
States and that the number of enbe cut. Eisenhow~ sa1d 1f the committees of the legislature could
gineering graduates from institufind a way !o save the nation money, it "is their duty to do so."
tions of higher learning has more
Late thts week, Cuban rebels attempted, and failed to assassinate
than doubled in the last 5 years,
that country's president, Fulgencio Batista. Some 40 persons died
while the number here has deduring the sho?ting, which lasted about tltree hours. An American
clined by more than half.
onlooker was kdled when struck by a stray rebel bullet. Batista himself directed the defensive operations from his inner room in the
You are all aware of the many
studies that have been 11\ade and
palace by an il!tricate system of inter·communications telephones.
the statistics that have been comIn New Mexico, the case of the missing Matador missile lost two
piled. They are impressive or weeks ago from ~he southern part of the :;;tate, is closed. The missile
wa~ found 25 miles west of Albuquerque, And thO Air Force with
frightening depending upon your
own viewpoint. The position of the
their extremely accu;ate radar was looking for it in Salt Lake City,
Utah. Nevertheless, It was a close call. Twenty-five miles is getting
United States in a troubled world
cannot be assessed adequately
a little close to our own home territory.
And the State legislature is closed. They neared the end of their
without an intelligent awareness
of Soviet plans and progress.
session aud killed bill after bill. The anti-pornography bill along with
What Is Engineering?
the legalize~ gambling bill bit the dust almost at the same time. It's
What is engineering? Is it a propretty certam who bought the gambling bill out of the legislature.
fession, a way of life or a conHow about the others?
glomeration of people with some. And Pres.id~nt Tom Popejoy. ~ith the University Regents has iniwhat similar backgrounds who are
bated nego~ratwns for a $7 m1lhon shopping center to be built on
employed in a variety of ways in
UNM land m .Albuquerque's northeast heights near the fairgrounds.
business, in government, in teachT~e center Will be ~onstructed and owned by the Winrock Entering, and in research?
pnses, b_eaded by Wmthrop Rockefeller, grandson of John D. RockcToday engineering and its subfeller, founder of the Standard Oil Company.
divisions and off-shoots are active
. T.he land for the center will be leased, if the 011 tion is exercised
everywhere, from planning, producWlt~m the ne;ct 18 months, on a 50 year basis with two 25 year
tion, and distribution to highly
options by. 'Ymrock. for re-newals. '(hus, after 100 years, the land
creative innovation and research.
aud the buddiQ.gS on It would revert to the University
Activities of engineers run the
T~e land was originally pur~h~scd for $1400 by the U in 1920,
gamut from relatively routine, but
and lS no;y valued !lt a half m1~hon dollars. After the eight year
nonetheless important, tasks to , payoff penod followmg construction, the University will receive a;pthose involved in the endless search
proximately $200,000 annually from the venture. Officials said they
along the ever-widening frontiers
ex;pected ~o have the .center ope~ed about the same time the Embudo
of knowledge. Increasingly, engiFreewaM IS ready. Th1s would be m about three years.
neers are engaged in high level
In A.lbuq'!erqu~, a six year old boy has died of bulbar polio, after
corporate management, and in decompletmg his senes of three shots. He is the first· one on record to
termining public policy in local,
die of the dread disease after the Sallt Vaccine had been adminis·
national, and international affairs.
te~ed. Spolte,smen for the National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis
In 'this diversity we cannot afford
smd the lad s case was contracted four months after the final shot
to lose sight of the common con·
of the series,, and there was no possib!lity that the shots could have
cern for excellence.
caused the d1sease to occur. They sa1d he was one of "those rare
He Shouldn't Forget
cases'' who was not immunized by the inoculations,
The engineer, in considering the
------:-----future of his profession, should not
ern Union Gas Co ·
-·
forget that others, too, are con0
He will speak' 0 ''Th S
·
· andab
.
cernedab
out engmeermg
out
Sms
of Technical nw •'t' eeven
11 D '
their oW~ futlll·e. The humanists
or~
Free~man is a former I~c~~~~e an~
are worried, about the encroach- . Dr. M:orr1s Freedman, UNM Eng- techmcnl writer His art' les
d
ments of sc1ence. The liberal arts lish professor, will lecture before fiction works hav'e nppe · lcd · an
· t s m;e f ~ar f u1 I<!S.t th e t~e Alb~querque · SoC!e~y
·
·
are before
1n na·
enth. USias
of Tech- twn~l
magazines. He was
maJor emphas1s shift to engmeer- meal Wr1ters Monday mght at 7:30 commg to the University ;sso · te
Continued on page 5
in the Hospitality Room of South- editor of Commentary M~gazi~~~
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above will be constructed on campus by the architectural engineer•
ing department sometime in May. The structure will be covered
with plastic. (Staff photo)

A. E. Dept_. Will· Present U
• h.Hyper·b 0 ,.fC pa ra b0 I01•d
WIt

a

Many Applications
Nuclear engineering is. a byproduct of this country's research
activities in the field of nuclear
The senior and junior classes 'of for two purposes. First, to give the weapons. Probably the most useful
BEAU-CATCHING
the Architectural Engineering de- stud~nts. experience in the pract~cal application of nuclear energy ,in
.partment are in the process of de- apphcat10IJ. of textbook theories, engineering will be in the form of
FORMALS 14.95 up
signing and erecting a tension and to test the future possibilitie:;; a nuclear reactor for power purstructure on the University campus of this type structure for actual poses; however, there are many
3310 Central SE
Phone 5-2450
as this year's class project.
buildings.
other challenging applications. The
Open Tuesday and Friday Evenings
The framework Fill consist of The project should be completed amount. of research centere~ in th~s
two end poles which act as com- by May 15.
area will no doubt result m addtpression members and sppporf
cables which are suspended between
them. The cables are stretched in
straight lines; but due to their
vat·ying directions, form a curved
surface' in the shape of a hyperbolic paraboloid. After the cables
are in place, the entire sul'face will
be sprayed ,.;ith a plastic material,
to form a watertight covered shelter.
..Selling to management. is perhaps the besttrciinlngfor management, and
The structure is being erected
.
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What's it like to be

AN IBM SALESMA.N?
..

it's the reason Gene McGrew ioined IBM. Today, he possesses a
thorough practical Business Administration education, responsibility, an
excellent i'ncome-all at age 27. Read about an unusual career.

Engineers' Place
In World Is High
'

You're Gene McGrew ••• high school
footballer and class officer. You won a
scholarship and went through Princeton in the top third of your class •• •
managed varsity track ••• commanded
an artillery battery in Korea •••

Continued from page 4
ing and science, and leave them
alone in an educational wasteland.
The humanists are just as concerned about their future in society
as are the engineers. J.P. Corbett,
the Oxford philosopher, recently
stated that "the citadel of the arts
has been besieged and infiltrated
by forces of a new and alien ldnd.
1'The great mass of our education
is going to -be scientific, not only
because we need the research and
the applications of research but
because, if science is to be exploited economically on. the scale
and with the vision that is required, there must be far more
understanding of scientific methods
and concepts than exists at present
amongst educated people. Th~ arts
must therefore change, or die."
He Should Be Broad
The scientist-engineer from now
on must be a broad, liberally educated person, capable of examining
and evaluating the proportions of
society as well as the riddles of
nature of providing the leadership
of ide~s without which there is no
meaningful progress.
Scientists and engineers, no less
than doctors, lawyers, or the man·
agers of industrial enterprise, need
to stand as intelligent, liberally educated men, regarding their knowledge not as a narrow, isolated
specialty but as a particulariz~d
competence which they, in then·
general wisdom, can share with the
rest of society.
You're Welcome at
Central Methodist Church
1 blk. West of the University
1600 East Copper
Two
Sundi\Y Sohool
Seaalon• : ll and
10 a.m.

Two Momlnll
SorvlcH: 10 :00
and 11:00
lilvenlnl!:' Servle<~
~:80 p.m.

6 :00 p.m. Youth
GroUI.IS

Minister:
Rev. Robert F. Naylor

"When you put a lot of preparation in·
to your career," Gene McGrew feels,·
"you should expect a lot qi_ opportunity 1
in return."
•
.
Meets IBM representative

Makes tlrst sale
Gene's first sale, to a bank, required
t\lorough study; consultations; a written rec.ommendation. The climax
came, Gene remembers, when he
submitted his analysis to the vice
president and received that gentleman's aignature.

'equality, because they respect my
training and my business judgment." •

Out of the Army in 1953, Gene met
an IBM representative. It sounded
like opportunity. A few interviews
later, Gene was sure. Although sales
was only one of the many jobs he felt
he could handle, this kind of sellingnBM machines are as much an idea
as a product)-promised to occupy
every talent he possessed. Besides,

he's learned that "no other form of
training produces so- many top busi,ness managers."

Discussing customers lnstallotlon

Gene's latest sale was to a large
industrial corporation. He's now preparing this customer for the installation of an IBM electronic system
designed to simplify financial pro~
cedure; inventory and other systems
problems.At27, Genefindahimselftop
man on an important account. He's
educator, salesman, administrator.

Future wide 'open
"I'm getting married soon, and I was
amazed to realize how much security
IBM's growth (sales have doubled on
the average every five yeaTS since
1930} and benefits represent. But I
think ·my teal security lies in the
chance to use my own ability fully
and freely. There are nearly 200
Branch Managerships, 15 District
Managerships and executive positions
in 5 other divisions ahead of me. IBM
is introducing new machineB, systems
and concepts so fast that, every Monday, we have a 'new idea' meeting
just to keep up."
IBM hopes this message will give
you some idea of what it's like to be a
salesman at IBM. lhere are equal
opportunities for E.E.'s, I.E.'s,
M.E.'s, physicists, mathematicians,
and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions-Research, Product
Development, Manufacturing En ...

I.

I

How would Gene' define selling?
"We feel the best way to sell is to be
Gena outlines programming test

•

able to consult. The best way to consult is to know something of value
your customer doesn't. IBM's 'something of 'value' is profit through
automation.''

Then began a 13 months' training
program marked by merit salary increases.· First-3 months' achooliJJ.g
and observing operations in PittsGene's thoughts on competition:
burgh (Gene's home~own). Next-2
"The entire Office Machine Industry
months' studying the applications of
feels the lead pencil is the biggest
iBM's electronic data processing macompetitor. You've no idea how many
chines in business, science, governtime-consuming clerical jobs can be ·
ment, and defense. Foilowed by 7
mechanized, thus freeing people for
months' practical training in the field,
important, creative jobs. IBM's sucwith custpmer contact. Followed by
cess in the field is due to service,
IBM's famous course in selling methknowledge, 'know-how'."
ods. Finally, assignment to a sales
Does Gene find Ids youth
territory near Pittsburgh, responsible '
a handicap?
for about 14 companies and their ex"It's what you know-not how -old
ecutives who used IBM equipment,
you are-that counts. I deal with
and a dozen or so more who were
executives twice my age on a basis of
logical prospects for it.
DATA PIIOCE!;SING

••

ti.ECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Checking out new client's system

gineering, Sales and Technical Serv;
ice. Why not drop in and discuss IBM
with your Placement Director? He
can supply our brochure and tell you
when IBM will interview on your
campus. Meanwhile, our Manager of
College Relations, Mr. P. H. Bradley,
will be happy to answer your questions. Write him at IBM, Room 9401,
590 Madison Ave., New· York 22, N.Y.

•TIME EQUIPMENT

IBM.

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
- CORPORATION
MILITARY PRODUCTS

\

•

Italian Government .
Offers Scholarships

Jobs No Problem
For Grad Engineer
Gl'aduating seniors fn the chemical engineering deJ?artment had
little trouble sec1,11·ing employrilent
~his yeal'·
'With graduation still almost three
months away, all seniors have
announced the acceptance of pel·manent positions in industry. Exceptions are Art Abelson, who will
' attend graduate school at the University of Minnesota, and David
Holt and Jay Baetz, both of whom
will be commissioned in the Navy.
. .
Tom Ball will go to Union Car.,~. t
.. . ,
bide and Carbon Companti't• Dickd
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS in a sophomore labm:atory spend Drake to Sandia Corpora on an
much of their time with resistors, capacitors and various pieces of Je1·e Green to Los Alamos Scientific
measuring equipment. They flinched when the photographer fired Labo1·atory. B1·uce Jagger has accepted a position. with the U. S.
a flash bulb. (Staff photo)
·
Patent Office. M1jl:e Keehan and
tition for the Intra-Fraternity Jerry Lott have both signed with
trophy awarded to the fraternity Conoco.
with the highest grad~s.
..
Jphn Knupp travels to 'YilmingSigma Alpha Eps1lon fimshed ton, Delaware, for work With E. I.
second with a 1.431 average. Fol- DuPont de Nemours and Bill Kunlowing the leaders were Sigma Phi kel goes to the Gulf Coast with
Epsilon, 1,404; Sigma Chi,, 1.357; Co.lumbia Southern. ~tarting salPi Kappa Alpha, 1.309; Ph1 Delta al'les for the new engmeers range
Tau Kappa Epsilon finished with Theta, 1.303; Kappa Sigma, 1.24021 from $400 to $550 per month,
the highest fraternity grade point Kappa Alpha, 1.122; L~mbda C~1
for the fall semester, unofficial fig- Alpha, 1.06 9 ; Delta SJgma Phl, Six intra-mural teams are thus
ures from
· the fi. rs t Ioun
· d
1 d the Dean of Men's office 0.808.
The overall fraternity average f ar undef eat ed m
re~:e;~kes had an aggregate 1.53 was approximately 1.3, · D:an of action in the :olleybal~ leagues.
average compiled from individual Men Howard Mathany smd, but They are .S1gma Ch1, Ind~pend
active and pledge grades. Alpha added that official fraternity grades ents, and Px Kappa Alpha m t~e
Epsilon Pi had a 1.603 overall out and the all-campus average would Blue league and Kappa Alp~a, A1r
the lack of members will probably 1come from the registrar's office Force and Los Federales m the
.
Red league.
_
eliminate the chapter from compe- hater in the semester,
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Each Acceptance ~ing
·Is beautifully inscribed
with the Latin expression
of Love oncl Faith
\ "Omnia Amor Vincit'',~Qvt Conq~ers All. _.

Lettermen's. Dance
Will Be Tomorrow

-------

MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD

11-tS America's first four engine jet bomber

Wortby successor to the world famous AT-6

•
LIKE TO HELP WITH THE NEXT ONE?
engineers and to specialists in other sciences. If you want to work on advanced
projects rightfrom the start ••• enjoy recognition and personal rewards ... live
and work in Southern California ••• then
join North American's outstanding engi·
neering team.
See your Placement Officer today to
arrange for an appointment with North
American Engineering representatives
, , , they will be on campus on:
MARCH 18

the true ancestor of that glOd·
ous style-the shirt with the
button down collar! Isn't JUs.
tory interesting? .
Van Heusen-because they
know so much about the button-down- has done more
"Forsooth, nothing deters with it than anybody else.
t1wse rapscall«ms about town.
Take our new line called the
They'll steal anything that Van Ivy, for instance. Here
isn't buttoned down."
are button-downs in tartan
Rough days- particularly
checks and stripes. Van Ivys
for the shirt business, what
look marvelous with suits and
with painters picking up all
sport coats, and worn open at
the profits. Until, suddenly,
the neck give you a roguish
an idea of genius appeared.
look. They also have a button
The button-down shirt! This on the back of the collar, for
shirt was actually buttoned on
authenticity's sake. See them,
tothechesto!thewearer,making $4.00 in short sleeve, $5.00
it absolutely steal-proof!
long sleeves.
Today,inthesehonesttimes,
Phillips-Jones Corp., 417
we still feel its influence. It h. .. Fi£thAve.,NewYork16,N.Y.
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N~RTH AMERICAN AV~ATION, INC.~

YOUR CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS
FOR VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS

SPITZMESSER•s
3101 Central E
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Two

Sunday School
Sesolonst 9 and
lOa.m.

Two Mornlnsr
Services: 10 :00
and 11:00

rz :so p.m.
6 :00 p,m. Youth
Gronpa
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Graduate and undergraduate students majoring in

:
•
:
:

•

AERONAUTICAL, ELECT~ICAL, MECHANICAL, NUCLEAR, CIVIL,

:.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING plus MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, METALLUR8Y
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CONVAIR
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the y_oung man's Company

•
,
:
:
:

• • • • • • • • • tl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "
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At Convair the accent is on Youth. We seek men
wi~ vigorous young minds ... young men trained
to think in the new dimension of exploration into
Outer Space. Here is oppo1tunity. Because Convair
is engaged in the widest diversity of aircraft and
missile projects in the U.S. today. Talk with the
men from Convair (see dates). Let them tell you
about the exciting new opportunities at Convair.
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Ask Your Placement Officer for Appointment
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CONVAIR SAN DIEGO
Plan your career with America's top airframe builder. Here
you'll find a wide range of opportunities for the graduate
engineer. You'll work with a congenial group in the
Company famous for such advanced aircraft as the 880 world's fastest commercial jet airliner; F-l02A-first supersonic interceptor; Sea-Dart- first water-based jet fighter;
and long-range ·research on nuclear aircraft. There is no
ceiling on your chances to advance and make a name- for
·
yourself at Convair San Diego.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

...... " .................................................. :
CONVAIR-ASTRONAUTICS
During 1957, groups of outstanding scientists and engineers, together with hand-picked young graduates, will
occupy the new $40,000,000 Convair-Astronautics facility.
Here, in a unique environment, they will develop and
design ATLAS-an Air Force top-priority Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) - the forerunner of travel into
space. You may qualify for a position with ConvairAstronautics' ICBM project- one of the most important
of its kind in the United States.
·SAN DIE~O, CALIFORNIA

•
•
•

... " ..................................................... ·=
Located in Southern California, Convair Pomona is the
first fully-integrated missile plant in the U.S. Here the
Navy's TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and built.
You, as a graduate engineer or science major, can build an
outstanding career in electronics (\nd missiles systems at
Convair Pomona. You will work with the most modern
electronic equipment known. Belter yet, you will work
With the kind of friendly, informed engineer-scientist
groups that are pacing the advance into outer space. And
you will live where the climate and opportunities for spacious living and outdoor recreation are unsurpassed in
America.
POMONA, CALIPORNIA

..
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A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPOR_ATION
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Ph. 6-1829

Minister:
Rev. Robert F. Naylor
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We invite you ·to investigate the
career advantages at

NESBITT;S FLOWERS
AND NURSERY
1201 San Mateo SE
Phone 5·3126
Open Sundays, Holiday•
and Evenings
"'
You're Welcome at
Central Methodist Church
1 blk. West of the University
1600 East Copper

t • •, • 0

•••

Evening Service

lli

Dept. Col, Engineering Personnel Office, .
......,,
North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, California

.,

!••

CONVAIR POMONA

Once upon a time, when the
world was really evil, and a
thieflurkedbehindeverybush,
cautious men had their shirts
painted on! The reason for this
is explained by a perceptive
saying of those days:

Engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematician~ ...

•

t .. -. It

GO, VAN, GOGH!

F·lll America's first operatlonalaupenonlc lighter

\

•

GIFTS
CORSAGES
PARTY DECORATIONS

!

If you are not available at this time, please write:

t

YOAST OPTICAL
Prescriptions Filled-Repairs
Leonard I. Yoast,
Dispensing Optician
2608 Y.t Central Ave. SE
Phone 2·0632

F41 The Sabre Jet that turned the tide in Jllf: Korean War f.ld Amertca•afirst all·weather, one-man interceptor

The North American airplanes of the
future will come from the creative paten·
tial of today's young men. Possibly youor members of your graduating classwill help to engineer them. One thing is
certain. They will have to be the best to
merit the space reserved alongside the
famous North American planes pictured
in this ad.
Designing the best airplanes to meet the
dellU1llds o£ the future is the challenging
work North American offers to gradWlte

: ' ' t ' e • '

Advance tickets are now on sale :
in the SUB for the Lettermen's '
dance which will be held tomorrow •
night from 9 -12 in the SUB ball- •
roOin.
•
The dance, open to the entire '
student body, is sponsored by the
Lettermen's club and all proceeds
will go toward a Lettermen's club
scholarship w'h.ich was established
after last year's dance.
A Varsity Girl queen will be
crowned during the dance. "'fwclve
coeds have been nominated and
will be voted upon by members of
the Lettermen's club. The candidates are Nene Ackerman, Joan
Decker, Margaret Cout·y, Phyllis
Ward, Sally Carpenter Morris,
Jean Bennett, Lynell Burns, Gail
Olsen, Berwyn McKinney, Kajean.
Rumfelt, Bernice Love, and Yvonne !.
PearL
1

•
T·ZS

The Italian Government ajpd four
Italian academic institutions will
offer fellowships to American graduate students for the 1957-58 academic year, it was announced by
the Institute of International Education, New York City,.
Closing date for the Italian cOm·
petitions is April 1, 1957.
~ix fellowships for advanced
study or research are offered by the
Italian Government through the
Cultural Relations Office of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Men
and women candidates may apply
in any field. The minimum period
of study is six months, but a grantee may extend the duration of
study if he has sufficient funds.
Candidates for the Italian Government awards must have a master's degree or its equivalent in
advanced work, such as recognition
as an artist, scholar, or a scientist.
They must present a project, outlined in detail, for advanced study
or research.
Candidates for the Italian university awards must have a bachelor's degree at the time the award
Js taken up.
.
Applications may be secured from
the Institute of International Edu.!
cation in New York City or its regional offices in Chicago, Denver,
Houston, San Francisco or Washington, D. C.

•
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WRA leoders Are AEubcank to ACt ~l~f:Ctfo~ ~::U~~~; PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
. Ph· ., s onsultant
cham---======-=-=-::.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:..-:..-:..-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~
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Men's singles table tennis
pionships will be held at · the
Dr. Wayne C. Eubank, chairman Heights Communi.ty .center, Satur's Recreatt'on
of speech at the University of New day, Feb. 23, begmnmg at 10 a.m.
Assn
E t
f
f
th t
t
The Women
.
,
.
' Mexico1 will be consultant for the
n ry ee or
e ournamen
·
will be fifty cents per entrant.
•
•
yesterday tssued a hst of mtra2
6
mural points compiled by women's S thh alnnSual Rhock0Y nfMountam tHdlgh Deadline for entries is Feb. 20 and
peec
o erence o ay h uld b
t t p k · d R ·
. .
.
. .
c oo
.
sreat10n
o . Dept.,
e sen C1ty
. o ofarAlbuquerque,
s an
ec~
orgamzat10ns
m competition this a'!'-d . Sat urday. at Denver Umver·
.
year.
Slty,
. c-o City Hall annex. Seedings and
. The WRA, of which all A~o- Toni~ht he will s~eak to Confer- pairings will be announced Feb. 22
ctated Wo~en Students are mem- ence members on 'Speech Teach- in the local newspapers.
bers, sponsors a yearly sports ers and the Creative Drive." He
program which includes swimming, will be a panel member on two
h
d
tennis, camping, bowling, hockey, symposiums dealing with improve- Coc ran Is Presi ent
volleyball, badminton, ping pong, ment of speech activities and the Tom Cochran was elected presibasketball, ice skating, golf and speech curriculum for junior and dent of Kappa Sigma fraternity for
softball.
senior high schools.
this semester. Other officers are
At the end of the year, a travel· David .Mall, UNM debater and C.huck Machemehl, vice president;
ing trophy will be given to the or- orator! Will ~ccomp:~;ny Dr.. Eubank J1m · Hunton, secretary; Lawson
ganization with the highest number to de~lVer hiS orati?n ~h1C4 won Ph~fe, tre.asurer; Sumner .Preston,
of, points. The trophy must, be won for h1m the first pnze m the col- soCial cha1rman; Bob Lewis, house
three years in succession to be kept lege tournament at ·Denver last manager; ~erry French, steward;
permanently by an organization.
week-end.
and Dee Hill, pledge master.
Other awards will be given to the
winner in each sport and an award
to the individual player with the
highest point total.
Organization scores to date!
337
Las Federales
237
Pi Beta Phi
182
Alpha Chi Omega
70
Chi Omega
24
416 2nd Street NW
Kappa Kappa Gamma
3
Kappa Alpha Theta
P1•esents Nightly
3
Alpha Delta Pi
0
Town Club
Top individual scores to date:
GALA FLOOR SHOW
159
Joann Corelli
Charlotte Stevens
159
plus!
Becky Taylor
109
in
person
Bobby Utter
106
Judy Ervin
87
Doris Britenfeld
84
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SOUTHWESTERN FIESTA DRESSES ARE
MOST APPROPRIATE FOR PARTIES,
DANCES, AND STREET WEAR.

Largest selection of colors
and styles in sheers, corduroys and
novelty
fabrics

Phone
5-8961

Open
Friday
Evenings

AARON'S
NEW VAG.ABOND

fields of Engineering would
you do your best work?

SQUAW AND FIESTA OUTFITS FOR
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER

·

JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS
Across from Highland Theater

4815- Central NE

•

NICK SCALI.

Vet's Notes

•

,

-~

•

'•
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fighter activities, he discovered every specialty he'd considered in
school. He found ~thers he hadn't known existed. Vought measured
him for all these fields, and together they selected a perfect fit· struc"
tures and preliminary design work, where Chuck has advanced to
lead engineer in about five years time. The same variety can be
found at Vought by graduates from every field of academic training.
Electrical, civil, mechanical and aeronautical engineers alike find a
rich selection of avenues for growth. Moreover, they find the guidance
they need to make a wise choice. Chuck, for example, was selected
for Chance Vought's nine-month program of job rotation. After
working in six different groups he gained a backlog of experience

'
Our representative
wilt be in your Placement Office, Wetlne;day, February
20, to describe firstl1and Chance Vought's program for young engineers.
Reserve time for your own interview by making your appointment today.

,

English Professor
Back From Meet ·

DUG.EIT A..I..RC.RAF7'

•

No Cover- No Minimum- Ever

-

HOW WAS THE CROOK TOOK?

that has since proved invaluable. Frank counseling, a versatile,
growing company- everything that helped Chuck can help you.
As a starter, ask our campus representative to point out the specialties you're qualified to enter. (You'll be surprised at the length of
the list.) Your Placement Office can arrange your appointment. Or
you may write for immediate information to Mr. C. A. Besio, Super"
visor, Engineering Personnel Dept. CN-3, Chance Vouf;ht Aircraft,
Incorporated, Dallas, Texas.

INCORPORATE"

Dance to ORLIE WAGNER
and his modern RHYTHM BAND

•

Chance Vought offers
the graduate engineer a wide
range of opportunity
CxucK BIXLER knows how variety helps the young engineer find
a career field that suits him best. In Chance Vought's missile and

Gllife Insurance
Is Now Taxable

•

DALLAS,

TIEXAII

\

OLD GOLD'S

"The Italian Streetsinger"

Interest earned on GI life insur.'
ance dividends left on deposit with
Veterans Administration no longer
is tax free.
The Internal Revenue Service has
ruled that the interest accumulations now are taxable and should
be reported on 1956 Federal income
tax 1·eturns as such, VA said.
Veterans benefits that ARE tax
free and need NOT be reported in
1956 Federal income tax returns
include:
Dividends and all other proceeds
•'
·-.;
except interest on dividends from
insurance policies.
I! }/ GlEducation
and tl'llining allow"
ances for Veterans of the Korean
conflict period who are in. school or
• :, training establishments under the
Korean Gl Bill.
Subsistenee allowance paid to
World War II veterans training under the original World War II GI
Bill.
Subsistence payments made to
disabled World War II and Korean
~onflict veterans training under
Public Law 16, the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.
ately to slip some wrinkles into
QUIMBY, WISC. (March 3).
Disability compensation and penPolice today arrested the foul
it. He stamped on it with hobsion payments received by veterans
felon who heisted the cash regnail boots, He slugged away
for service-connected and nonservister at Jones' Gas Station.
at
it with a club. But not a
When arrested, the base serv"
ice-connected disabilities.
wrinkle!
So later, as he skulked
ant of the devil kept mutterGrants to seriously disabled vetdown Main Street, his shirt
ing, "Drat the shirt, drat the
erans for homes designed for
shirt."
was noticed, admiringly, by a
"wheelchair living."
detective and he was arrested
Grants for motor vehicles to vetLet's look at the events
erans who lost their sight or lost
lickety"split. Good work,
leading up to this story. After
1
the use of their limbs.
copper!
the holdup, the police quizzed
World War I emergency officers'
By now you will have
Victim Jones. Jones couldn't
retirement pay.
guessed
that the miscreant
identify the yegg. "The wanVA death benefits to families of
wore
a
Van
Heus,en Century
ton jackdaw who cabbaged my
deceased veterans also are exempt
Shirt.
But
,of
course! It's the
:from taxation. They include death • cash wore a mask," said Jones.
only
shirt
in
the
world with the
"The only distinguishing fea"
compensation and pension, indem·
soft
collar
that
won't wrinkle
ture about him was his shirt.
nity and all GI insurance payments.
ever.
It
never
needs starch,
A beauty! The collar was ab"
so
it's
always
comfortable.
The
solutely free of wrinldes. Oh,
Van
Heusen
Century
also
lasts
he was b. neat one!"
up to twice as long as ordinary
Meanwhile, the scoundrel,
shirts, yet costs no more. $4.00.
knowing tha.t his wrinkle-free
PhillipsMJones Corp., 417
and enviably-neat collar was a
Fifth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
dead gtveaway, tried desperDr. Morris Freedman, English
professor at UNM, has returned
from meetings ot the Modern Lan·lz;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;
guage Assn., held in Madison, Wis.,
YOUR CAMPUS HEADQUARTERS FOR
where he read two papers.
VAN HUESEN SHIRTS AND FURNISHINGS
For the comparative literature
SPITZMESSER'S·
section he delivered a paper on
"Natural Jazz Rhythms in Folk
Quality Men's Wear and Shoes
Songs.'' For the Modern Literature
Phone 6·1829
3101 Central E
spoke
on "The
moral ,.__
meeting
he of
seriousness
Bernard
Shaw.''
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._~ .

·FOLLOW THE LEAD OF CHARLES BIXLER
B.S.M.E., CLASS' OF '51

~~

•••

HERE IS THE THIRD TIE-BREAKER IN

PUZZLES
TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO. 3

~~~
FR
EN
CLUE: This West Coast state university,
chartered in 1868, hns campuses at various
locations throughout the state. Degrees in
oceanography are among those conferred
by this institution.
CLUE: N umed for its founder, who also
founded the Western Union Telegraph
Company, this eastern u11iversity has rnnny
schools, among which is one for hotel
administration.

ANSWER! ________________
ANSWER2 ________________
Nanw _______________________
Address_____________________

City_____________ ,State_____
College
Note: Above puzzle requires 2 answers,
Hold answers for mailing instructions.

All participants who completed
the initial set of twenty-four
puzzles coiTectly are required
to solve a lieries of eight tie"
breakers, in order to compete
for the prizes in the tie.
Remember-first prize is a
tour for two around the world
and there are 85 other
valuable prizes.

•

NO OTHER CIGARETTE
CAN MATCH THE TASTE
OF TODAY'S

..

OLD GOLDS
Regulars-Kings-or Filters,
today's Old Golds taste terrific •• ,
thanks to an exclusive blend of the finest
nature-ripened tobaccos .•• so rich •• ,
so light ••• so golden bright!

(lopyTight 1957.
Hany 1[, Uo111ster
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'i' Utah Drubs UNM, 107~82 Freshmen Defeat
·i As Milton Kane Scores 38 Proving Grounds
=:J

~

""'

it 1

.J

'

The UNM freshman teall) had
Milt Kane - the visitors had more· things their own way throughout
than enough to take the victory. the game as they defeated Wh't
1
e
Th 1
t d
,
.
.
·
·
. e os~ ex en ed UN~ s sk~m Sands ProVlng Grounds, 92-68, last
i~:~~~et~1~sd~e;.~ ~~Y~~~:tin~~; night in a preliminary to the UNMand a season record of 5_16 L t Utah vars1ty game.
night's win kept the Utes in ~eco~d Five freshmen hit double figures
m
. th e SliYI'me and boosted as t he team shot 50 per cent from
loop mark to 6-3. The Red- the floor Sulo Mattson 6 4 f
skins now own a 15-6 season record ward led scoring fo th · · Ol'·
The Lobos now have only one re~ with '21. He was followed ~m~~~
home g!lme, against Mon-. Lyles, Larry Neely, and YEddie
. mght,,.and finish out Miller with 14 and Dick Peterson
season With a four-game road with 11 Peterson and N 1
against Skyline foes Wyoming trolled ·the backboards e; y c~~A&M, Brigham Young' frosh with 14 and 12 ~ de
Utah State.
' each.
re oun s

•

By JERR~ GROSS .
Utah cente~· M1lt Kan~ smglehandedly led · the Redskms to a
107-82 Skyline victory over the
Lobo.s at. Carlisle. gym last nigh~,
pourmg m 38 pomts to equal h1s
P e ~ f ot. rBmYaUn c e of last Saturday
agams
Th L
•
.
e obos stayed m the game
all during the first half, despite a
23-p?int to~al. by Kane, but after
the mtermJssion the Utes poured
on the coal to outg~n the. undermanned W olfpack. H1gh pomt men
for the Lobos were John Teel
Walt Schuman, each with 21 points.
Kane's point total is even more
impressive in that he connected onlf;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~------=--======.
15 of only 29 attempts for better
than so per cent. only two of his
WARNER WOODS STUDI"'
teammates managed better than 10
V
points, but 12 men saw action for
For those who insist upon
the Redskins and scoring was
Finest In Portraits
evenly distributed among the dozen.
1804 Central Ave. SE.

U~M

I'

Welco~e, Hungarian Stud

!:

9

I:
j

. OKLAHOMA JOE•s

,,

! •

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

WELCO~ES ALL OVER 21 TO THE TGIF CLUB'

NEw MEXIco Lono

5% Off on all drin"ks
2:00 to 3:30 p.m. Fridays
OKLAHOMA JOE'S PAFE OPEN TO EVERYONE
1720 Central SE

THE VOICE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Phone 3·0051

f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SEE OUR SPRING
WEDDING CONSULTANT

•

•
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DGET

And For Those Who Demand The Finest
3310 Central SE

Phone 5-2450
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road like a
stripe of paint I
The '57 Chevy can give lessons
on taking curves and holding the
road to just about any car going.
Few cars at any price are so
beautifully balanced and s"
smooth, sure and solid in action.

A car has to have a special kind of
build and balance to keep curves
under control. And nobody outdoes
Chevrolet in that department! It
"comers" with all the solid assurance of an honest-to-goodness sports
car. Chevy doesn't throw its weight
around on turns because it carries
its pounds in the right places.
And if the road should tum upward, Chevy can take care of that
nicely, too-with up to 245 h.p. *
Come on in and take a tum at the
wheel of a new Chevrolet.

Montana Will Play
lobos Tomorrow
Montana University, the su1rprisel
team in the Skyline conference
year, visits UNM tomorrow wg;m-1
in Albuquerque in what may
last real chance for a Lobo vic~to:rvl
this year.
For the year Montana has a 9-6
record, not including last night's
game at Denver. Their co:nfE!re:nce
:n;ark. is 15-3, go.od for a second place
~1e With Utah m the Skyline standmgs.
The visitors will depend on a
well-balanced offense and the tightest defense in the conference. Leading the Silvertips is forward Zip
Rhoades, 6-3 veteran who is averaging 14.6 points a game. Guard
Clancy Waters is runnerup in scoring with 11.4 points, 6-6 center
R~ss Sheriff is third with 1o.1
pomts, and 6-4 forward AI Dunham
is hitting 9.4 a contest.
As a team Montana is averaging
'o~ly 64.3 points per game but has
given up a mere 62.1 markers a
night. Four Montana players has
gathered at least 100 rebounds
the season. Sheriff leads with 134
iollow~d by Dunham with 111;
Rhoads with 109, and reserve center Ray Howards with 100.
For the year the Grizzlies have
beaten Washington State twice,
UNM, Denver, Montana State,
Wyoming, Colorado A&M, and a
startling 60-48 decision over Utah.
· Coach Bill Stockton, :faced with
a four-game road trip and only
eight players, will start
Siegel, Johnny Teel, Walt
·Bob Martin, and either Dale ""w•.,
or Lindy Lanier. The other two
players on the squad are guard
Dave Syme and center Winston
Pickering.

'
•
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•
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Young GOP Leader:
Will Speak Here
1·
Charles McWhorter, nat i on a 1 ,
Young Republican chairman from i ·
Washin~rton, D. C., will addrt'!ss the ! '
county Republican convention and l
the joint downtown!
Young Renublican meetinf.(' tonight . •
in the :Hilton :Hotel ballroom at i
7:30.
The joint Young- Republican ·
meeting will be held imme:cl!atei:Y"I
afterward. All interested students
are urged to attend the meeting.

*270-h.jJ. lliglz-performance VB
engine also available at extra cost

Scholarship Ready
Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

A $50 scholarship for freshman
engineers who have completed one
sell\ester in enrdneerin.~r at UNM
will be awarded, C. E. Wiclter,
chairman of the University prizes
and awards committee, announced.
Freshman engineers may obtain
applications . from Dean of Men
Howard Matheny•

display this famous trademarlc

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
•

No. 58

'Crusade for Freedom'

BRIDALS
FOR BRIDES ON ABU

Tuesday, February 19, 1957
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.
got oft' to a quick start,
Jumpmg to a 9-2 lead, but with tl;le
Lobos ahead 21-18, Kane hit two
buckets to send the Redskins into
a lead they never relinquished. At
halftime the Utes left the floor
with a 50-43 advantage.
In the second half Utah combined Kane's shooting eye with a
definite rebounding advantage and
a dazzling fast break pattern to hit
the Lobos with a three-way attack.
Utah's heralded fast break worked
like a smoothly oiled machine as
Jerry :McCleary and Kane swept
the boards and fed the ball to their
speedy guards.
,With only five minutes gone in
the second period, the Utes' running game took a 70-49 lead over
the panting W olfpack.
Team shooting for the Redskins
followed Kane's pattern as coach
"Blackjack" Gardner's ~rew made
44 of 97 attempts from the field
a respectable 45 per cent. From
free throw line, the Lobos be1;tei~edl
their opponents for the first time
in many games. UNM sank 24 of
. 38 free chances to Utah's 19 of 27.
In spite of the loss, the Lobo offense looked better than it has
some time. Offensive
worked well, and floor play ~n.n,...oill
some long-awaited confidence. The
Wolfpack was unable to solve
Utah's fast break, however and
coupled with the Redskins' '
rebounding edge - not to

In the world's broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of Life,
Be not like dumb, driven (:attle!
Be a hero in the strife!'
-Lougfellow

•

